Abstract: Gas path fault diagnosis involves the effective utilization of condition-based sensor signals along engine gas path to accurately identify engine performance failure. The rapid development of information processing technology has led to the use of multiple-source information fusion for fault diagnostics. Numerous efforts have been paid to develop data-based fusion methods, such as neural networks fusion, while little research has focused on fusion architecture or the fusion of different method kinds. In this paper, a data hierarchical fusion using improved weighted Dempster-Shaffer evidence theory (WDS) is proposed, and the integration of data-based and model-based methods is presented for engine gas-path fault diagnosis. For the purpose of simplifying learning machine typology, a recursive reduced kernel based extreme learning machine (RR-KELM) is developed to produce the fault probability, which is considered as the data-based evidence. Meanwhile, the model-based evidence is achieved using particle filter-fuzzy logic algorithm (PF-FL) by engine health estimation and component fault location in feature level. The outputs of two evidences are integrated using WDS evidence theory in decision level to reach a final recognition decision of gas-path fault pattern. The characteristics and advantages of two evidences are analyzed and used as guidelines for data hierarchical fusion framework. Our goal is that the proposed methodology provides much better performance of gas-path fault diagnosis compared to solely relying on data-based or model-based method. The hierarchical fusion framework is evaluated in terms to fault diagnosis accuracy and robustness through a case study involving fault mode dataset of a turbofan engine that is generated by the general gas turbine simulation. These applications confirm the effectiveness and usefulness of the proposed approach.
Introduction
Gas turbine engine provides power for airplane, and its reliable operation plays an important role in flight safety. Due to the complexity of structure and terrible work condition, gas turbine engine has more opportunity to break down [1] . Engine failures is generally divided into gas-path performance fault, vibration structure fault and auxiliary system fault, among which the performance fault causes more maintenance costs and off-wing time [2] . Engine performance fault diagnosis is one of the key technologies to support advanced condition-based maintenance strategies and has received a wide The data-driven method is another significant way to complete engine gas-path fault diagnosis. Neural network (NN) is a well-known learning machine, and it is also an important data-based method applied to detect and isolate engine component and sensor faults [13] . Variants of the NNs are fulfilled with the goal of the smallest empirical risk, and the dimension disaster or over-fitting might occur due to a large number of samples required [22, 23] . Support vector machine (SVM) is proposed on the basis of the minimum structural risk in the last twenty years, and this statistical learning approach has strictly mathematical deduction [24, 25] . The SVM is employed to monitor gas turbine performance degradation, and it is proved to be superior to the basic NN with classification capability and generalization performance regards [26] . Kernel extreme learning machine (KELM) is recently developed from the NNs and SVM with kernel transformation, and it has less coefficients need to be calculated in the training process simple topology [27] . The KELM is used to feature extraction, pattern recognition and fault diagnosis.
However, the original KELM is lack of sparseness, which makes its topological structure complexity grow with sample size. It affects the real-time capability of the KELM. Thus choosing suitable samples to realize sparseness of KELM plays a key role in training KELM in the cases of The data-driven method is another significant way to complete engine gas-path fault diagnosis. Neural network (NN) is a well-known learning machine, and it is also an important data-based method applied to detect and isolate engine component and sensor faults [13] . Variants of the NNs are fulfilled with the goal of the smallest empirical risk, and the dimension disaster or over-fitting might occur due to a large number of samples required [22, 23] . Support vector machine (SVM) is proposed on the basis of the minimum structural risk in the last twenty years, and this statistical learning approach has strictly mathematical deduction [24, 25] . The SVM is employed to monitor gas turbine performance degradation, and it is proved to be superior to the basic NN with classification capability and generalization performance regards [26] . Kernel extreme learning machine (KELM) is recently developed from the NNs and SVM with kernel transformation, and it has less coefficients need to be calculated in the training process simple topology [27] . The KELM is used to feature extraction, pattern recognition and fault diagnosis. However, the original KELM is lack of sparseness, which makes its topological structure complexity grow with sample size. It affects the real-time capability of the KELM. Thus choosing suitable samples to realize sparseness of KELM plays a key role in training KELM in the cases of large-scale datasets. At the aim of simplified KELM topology, some studies on pruning techniques have been done [28, 29] , but these variations focus on structure sparseness not data sparseness. Since there is a one-to-one correspondence between a hidden node and a sample In KELM, it is possible to achieve sparsity in terms of training data. A sparse ELM (S-ELM) algorithm is proposed to greatly reduce the storage space and forecasting time, and it replacing the equality constraints by inequality constraints [30] . Then a fast sparse approximation scheme of extreme learning machine (FSA-ELM) is proposed [31] , and it has the features of low complexity and sparse solution. FSA-ELM defines one basis function for each sample in the training set and iteratively builds the decision function by adding one basis function from the kernel-based dictionary. However, the constraints brought by samples that are not selected to the decision function are not considered, and the problem of weight between the topology sophistication and prediction accuracy rises up. For the purposes of simplifying KELM topology with less reduction of accuracy, the RR-KELM is proposed on the basis of the FSA-ELM using a reduced technique in this paper.
When the in-flight performance fault diagnosis for gas turbine engine is concerned, the confidence requirements of fault pattern recognition increases. The sensor fusion technologies using learning machine are developed, such as the integration of multiple types NNs, or combination of NN and fuzzy logic [32, 33] . The essence of these fusion approaches are the data-based ones, and aero-thermodynamic characteristics of gas turbine engine is not taken into account [34] . These data-based sensor fusion methods would be still failed to new fault modes due to the lack of very training samples. In this paper, the combination of model-based and data-driven using weighted Dempster-Shaffer evidence theory (WDS) with different feature information in data hierarchical fusion framework is developed. Our main objective in this work is to develop a data hierarchical fusion framework to improve the performance of in-flight gas-path fault diagnosis. One model-based evidence is brought by the PF-FL algorithm in feature level, and the other data-based evidence one produced by the RR-KELM. A final decision of performance fault pattern for airplane engine is achieved from two evidences using information fusion scheme in decision level. To confirm the effectiveness of the proposed methodology, turbofan engine data from a general gas turbine simulation are applied to carry out experiments. From these reports, it is easily got that the data hierarchical fusion method has satisfactory confidence of performance fault diagnosis.
The paper is organized as follows. The problem formulation is given, and the RR-KELM is proposed to produce one data-based evidence of gas-path fault diagnosis in feature level in Section 2. The model-based method using PF-FL is then discussed to produce another evidence, and the WDS and data hierarchical fusion mechanism for gas-path fault diagnosis are developed in Section 3. Section 4 shows the simulation and analysis, and it indicates the performance of the data hierarchical fusion framework using the WDS is improved in respects of fault diagnosis accuracy and robustness. Section 5 draws a conclusion and discussed future research directions.
Data-Based Fault Diagnosis Using the RR-KELM
Gas turbine engine is a complex mechanical system, and in this paper a two-spool mixing-exhaust turbofan engine is studied. The engine mainly includes the following components: Inlet, Fan, Compressor, Combustor, High-Pressure Turbine (HPT), Low-Pressure Turbine (LPT), Bypass, Mixing Chamber and Nozzle [35, 36] . Figure 2 gives the schematic representation of the examined gas turbine engine. The airflow is driven into the fan after through an inlet. It is then separated into two streams before the compressor: one stream passes through the annular bypass duct and the other through the engine core. Fuel is sprayed into the combustor, mixed with the air from the compressor and burned to produce hot gas to drive the turbines. There are two spools, through which the high pressure turbine (HPT) drives compressor, and the low pressure turbine (LPT) drives fan. The gas leaves the LPT and Energies 2016, 9, 828 4 of 22 mixed the air from the bypass in the mixing chamber. The mixed gas is guided into the nozzle at last, and it has a variable throttle area. Figure 2 . Schematic representation of gas turbine engine.
Engine gas-path fault results from fouling, leakage, erosion, corrosion, seal damage, foreign and domestic objective damage, and hot end components damage, and it becomes serious with the increase of usage cycle number. The deviation of health parameter is called fault feature parameter, which is used to quantitatively represent engine gas-path fault modes. The fault feature parameters include the deviations of fan efficiency SE1, compressor efficiency SE2, HPT efficiency SE3 and LPT efficiency SE4, which cannot be directly measured. As we know, gas-path fault causes the sensed parameters change, then the measurement deviation could be used to calculate fault feature parameter. The engine measurements include low-pressure spool speed NL, high-pressure spool speed NH, fan outlet temperature T22, fan outlet pressure P22, compressor outlet temperature T3, compressor outlet pressure P3, LPT inlet temperature T43, and LPT outlet temperature T6. The elements of control vector are fuel flow Wf and nozzle area A8, which determine the engine operating conditions. In this section, the RR-KELM algorithm is proposed and employed to achieve the classification of gas-path fault modes, and the fault mode identification result is served as data-based evidence.
KELM
The KELM is developed from the ELM with the kernel transformation method, and it brings better generalization than the ELM in the most applications due to the kernel transformation to the feature space [27, 37] . Assume the training set of KELM {( , ) | , , 1, 2, , }
The learning problem of KELM is to search an optimal function F: xi→yi, and it is presented by
Once an activation function gi() and hidden neuron number L is given, the function F() is
where β = [β1, β2, …, βL]T is output weights from the hidden neurons to output nodes, and
T is output vector of the hidden neurons corresponding to input x. For the general ELM optimization theory, it is to search the optimal output weights to produce the minimum of empirical risk and structural risk, and the risk function is 
where the penalty factor C is a trade-off between output weights norm and fitting error, and the slack variable i  implies the differences between predicted and actual value. Given the output vector is y = [y1, y2, …, yN] T , the optimal output weight of ELM in Equation (2) is written Engine gas-path fault results from fouling, leakage, erosion, corrosion, seal damage, foreign and domestic objective damage, and hot end components damage, and it becomes serious with the increase of usage cycle number. The deviation of health parameter is called fault feature parameter, which is used to quantitatively represent engine gas-path fault modes. The fault feature parameters include the deviations of fan efficiency SE 1 , compressor efficiency SE 2 , HPT efficiency SE 3 and LPT efficiency SE 4 , which cannot be directly measured. As we know, gas-path fault causes the sensed parameters change, then the measurement deviation could be used to calculate fault feature parameter. The engine measurements include low-pressure spool speed N L , high-pressure spool speed N H , fan outlet temperature T 22 , fan outlet pressure P 22 , compressor outlet temperature T 3 , compressor outlet pressure P 3 , LPT inlet temperature T 43 , and LPT outlet temperature T 6 . The elements of control vector are fuel flow W f and nozzle area A 8 , which determine the engine operating conditions. In this section, the RR-KELM algorithm is proposed and employed to achieve the classification of gas-path fault modes, and the fault mode identification result is served as data-based evidence.
The KELM is developed from the ELM with the kernel transformation method, and it brings better generalization than the ELM in the most applications due to the kernel transformation to the feature space [27, 37] . Assume the training set of KELM ℵ = {(x i , y i )|x i ∈ R n , y i ∈ R, i = 1, 2, . . . , N}. The learning problem of KELM is to search an optimal function F: x i →y i , and it is presented by F (x i ) ≈ y i . Once an activation function g i () and hidden neuron number L is given, the function F() is expressed
where
T is output weights from the hidden neurons to output nodes, and
T is output vector of the hidden neurons corresponding to input x. For the general ELM optimization theory, it is to search the optimal output weights to produce the minimum of empirical risk and structural risk, and the risk function is R = ||β|| + C||G T β − y||.
Thus the learning problem of ELM is converted
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where the penalty factor C is a trade-off between output weights norm and fitting error, and the slack variable ε i implies the differences between predicted and actual value. Given the output vector is y = [y 1 , y 2 , . . . , y N ] T , the optimal output weight of ELM in Equation (2) is written
Comparing to the basic ELM, a regularization term 1 C I N is added to the KELM. Besides, the kernel transformation k(x i , x j ), namely a mapping from input space to feature space, replaces an explicit activation function in the hidden layer of the ELM
where the kernel parameter γ is the kernel distribution width. The KELM function in Equation (1) can be calculated as follows
where α is the output weight of the KELM. It is noted that the number of hidden nodes in KELM equals to the training sample count. When it comes to the large-scale datasets, especially in the cases of performance fault diagnosis at various operating conditions in whole flight envelope, the topological structure of KELM might be redundant. Then the sparsity of KELM is emerged, and it affects not only real-time calculation but also the generalization performance for gas-path fault diagnosis. A fast sparse approximation (FSA) scheme is developed to the problem that the model scale grows hazard as sample size increase [31] . Provided a kernel function k(x, x i ) is one basis function for each sample x i in the training set, a set of basis functions D = {k(x, x i )|i = 1, · · · , N} is called a kernel-based dictionary. FSA-ELM is a greedy algorithm which iteratively builds the decision function by adding one basis function from the kernel-based dictionary at one time. The key of FSA-ELM is to select the basis function. The FSA-ELM starts from an empty index set P = ∅ and a full index set Q = {1, 2, · · · , N}, and selects a new basis function k(x, x s ) from the set {k(x, x i )|i ∈ Q}. It provides insights into simplifying the topological structure of KELM.
RR-KELM
Given a random small-scale subset
with s N using this reduced technique, and the learning problem Equation (2) is regulated for the reduced dataset as follows
Since the number of training sample is s less than that of basic KELM, the hidden neuron count is s and the topology of learning machine is simplified compared to the original KELM topology. The optimization target keeps the N constraints of the whole dataset, and it helps to enhance the generalization performance. Let ∂L s ∂α = 0 in Equation (6), we have
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Note that this reduced technique might produce lower testing accuracy than basic K-ELM due to randomly selecting the subset of training data. On the other hand, FSA-ELM presented a strategy of selecting the optimal kernel functions. Nevertheless, the defect of FSA-ELM is that the contribution of the rest non-selected data is not considered to the output weights. Therefore, the RR-KELM is proposed from the FSA-ELM using the reduced technique. The reduced training samples technique that includes the whole N constraints information is discussed, and the iterative calculation strategy is combined in RR-KELM.
Strategy of Selecting the Reduced Subset
When the kernel function of a new basis k(x, x i ) is determined at the (n + 1)-th iteration, the optimization target function Equation (6) can be reformulated as
, and the output weights vector
The candidates of basis function have little effects on the selected training samples, and the output weights in α n are fixed and Equation (8) 
whereŷ i = K iN y. Thus, we select the index s from Q into S based on the following criterion
The stopping condition of iteration is
where δ is a small positive constant, n is total number of selected basis functions, and M is the maximum subset.
Iterative Computation of the Kernel Matrix Inversion
Let R = (K SS /C + U SS ) −1 , the solution of Equation (11) is
A new sample x i is picked up at the (n + 1)-th iteration, and the expression is as follows
Energies 2016, 9, 828 7 of 22 Theorem 1. Given an arbitrary invertible matrix A and matrices D, V, U, the following expression holds
, and then Equation (13) is rewritten using Theorem 1
Combining the iterative computation of the kernel matrix inversion with the strategy of selecting reduced subset, the proposed RR-KELM is described in the following.
Initialization: inputs includes kernel function k(x i , x j ), regularization parameter C, training set {(x i , y i ), i = 1, 2, . . . , N}; Output contains the output weights α computed after the last iteration. (2) Let S = ∅, Q = {1, 2, . . . , N}, n = 0, and define a small positive constant δ and a positive integer M.
. (5) Compute R n+1 and α n+1 s separately from Equations (15) and (12).
As far as engine gas-path fault diagnosis, the RR-KELM input for is a 9-element vector including the engine parameters W f , N L , N H , T 22 , P 22 , T 3 , P 3 , T 43 and T 6 . The RR-KELM's output is a 10-element vector of fault probability, and each element related to one engine gas-path fault pattern given in Table 1 . The i-th fault mode is identified as the i-th element of fault probability vector is the maximum and more than 0.5, and the fault probability vector is used as the decision of data-based evidence. 
Data Hierarchical Fusion for Engine Gas-Path Fault Diagnosis
Generally speaking, there are three kinds of data fusion structure, namely data-level fusion, feature-level fusion and decision-level fusion. Data-level fusion is the lowest layer information, which directly integrates multiple sensor data. A data-level fusion scheme is applied to degradation modeling and prognostic analysis for turbofan engine [32] . The original measurements are treated by extracting fault feature information, and then the information is integrated called feature-level fusion for fault diagnosis [33] . A fuzzy-based method in feature-level fusion is presented for gas turbine fault detection and identification [38] . The intermediate decision of each module combined for final decision in the topmost layer is denoted by decision-level fusion. The Dempster-Shaffer evidence theory (DS) is one of the most common fusion methods since it is simple and easy for implement. The DS has been applied for engine anomaly detection and vibration fault diagnosis [39] . The WDS in the data hierarchical fusion mechanism and the integration of two different kinds of evidences are discussed for engine gas-path fault diagnosis in this section. The fault mode index by the method-based evidence and fault mode probability by the data-based evidence are combined in the decision layer in the fusion framework.
Model-Based Fault Diagnosis Using PF-FL Method in Feature Layer
The nonlinear model-based method using PF-FL for engine gas-path fault diagnosis completes by two steps: fault feature parameter estimation and fault identification. The PF algorithm is served as a state estimator to calculate the component performance deviations from their normal values. The deviations of fault feature parameters are then fed to the fuzzy logic system for fault mode recognition. The fault mode index is computed by the PF-FL and used as the model-based evidence.
Considering air flow mass, power and momentum conservation laws, a general gas turbine engine simulation is designed [35] . The characteristic maps of engine rotating components describe aero-thermodynamic relationships of component inputs and outputs in the engine simulation [36] . The data of engine design operation and component maps are loaded to the general simulation for obtaining a turbofan engine component level model (CLM) [40] . The nonlinear mathematical model of the engine is given by
where k is the time index, y is the 8-element measured output, x is the 6-element augmented state variable, and u is the 2-element control input. The noise terms w and v represent process uncertainty and measurement uncertainty in the model. Since the PF is based on sequential Monte Carlo sampling theory and aimed to state estimation of nonlinear and non-Gauss system [41] , it is especially suitable to gas turbine engine. Hence, the PF algorithm is employed to the estimation of engine fault feature parameters.
Give the probability density function (PDF) of the prior condition is p(x 0 ), and the posterior PDF p(x 0:k |y 1:k ) is characterized by a set of weighted random samples
, wherein N is particle number. The particle set x i 0:k ; i = 0, · · · , N is related to the weight w i k ; i = 0, · · · , N , and the PDF at time k is approximated by
The case for Monte Carlo sampling is to generate particles from the posterior PDF p(x 0:k |y 1:k ), but it is unavailable directly. Then the importance sampling distribution function q(x 0:k |y 1:k ) is expressed before sampling
The i-th particle weight w i k can be approximated by
The importance weights is normalized
There is a problem of basic PF algorithm that more particles have negligible weights after several iterations, and it indicates that particle generation degeneracy emerges and a large computational effort for updating particle becomes meaningless [18] . Then, importance re-sampling is added and each particle is assigned by the weight w i k = 1/N whenever the effective particles number N e f f is less than a threshold value N th
All particles have almost the same significance if N eff is close to the threshold N th . The estimates of fault feature parameters (SE 1 , SE 2 , SE 3 , and SE 4 ) are obtained by the PF, which are then used for fault location in the feature level. The fault feature estimates by the PF are quantitative representation, and it cannot directly lead to a fault mode decision and utilized for model-based evidence. Fuzzy logic is an approach based on "degrees of truth" rather than the usual "true or false" [33] , and it is applied to recognize engine gas-path fault pattern with continuous fault mode membership. The estimates of fault feature parameter are assigned to fuzzy logic system to acquire the fault mode index that represents performance fault type.
The fuzzy logic rules of fault mode classification give the mapping of fault feature parameters to fault mode index, and are shown in Table 1 . There are four key rotating components (fan, compressor, HPT and LPT), and each component relates to two linguistic variables (Low and High) [42] . The linguistic variable of engine operating state is Low as fault feature parameter bias less than 1%, and High as it falls into (1%, 5%). The number of fault pattern studied is totally ten, wherein the number of single component failure is four, and double component failure number is six.
As seen in Table 1 , fan fault mode in the fuzzy rule is defined that SE 1 is high, and SE 2 , SE 3 , and SE 4 are low. The membership function of fuzzy logic is Gauss function. The fuzzy inputs are the estimates of fault feature parameters, and the outputs are fault mode index. Gravity model is used in the defuzzifier process, and the fault mode index is calculated as follows
where o* is the exact value of fault mode membership, B( ) is membership function, and o is one element in the fuzzy set. Take fuzzy logic on fan as an example, the membership functions of fault feature parameter SE 1 and Fan fault mode are shown in Figure 3a ,b, respectively. The membership functions for the rest fault feature parameters SE 2 , SE 3 , and SE 4 and their fault modes are formulated in a similar way.
Engine performance fault classification using fuzzy logic is conducted as follows: the estimates of fault feature parameter are converted to the linguistic variables in the fuzzy subset using the Gauss membership. The linguistic variables corresponding to the outputs are obtained by the fuzzy logic rules. Fuzzy distribution is calculated in the inference machine, and the fault mode index is exactly calculated by defuzzifing. The decision of engine gas-path fault pattern is recognized using fault mode index in the feature layer, and this index is also used as the model-based evidence results for further fault diagnosis in the decision level. 
Data Hierarchical Fusion Diagnosis Using Improved Weighted DS Evidence Theory
The information reasoning and fusion can be done by DS evidence theory, whereas this method might fail in some cases of information incomplete or uncertainty [43, 44] . In order to improve the confidence of DS evidence theory, the WDS is developed and applied to integrate the model-based evidence E1 and data-based evidence E2 to reach a final decision of gas-path fault diagnosis. Let ϴ be an elements set of discernment frame, and it means all performance fault modes, namely, ϴ = {F1, F2, F3, F4, F5, F6, F7, F8, F9, F10}. The set map m: 2 ϴ -> [0,1] is a basic probability assignment function (BPAF) in the frame ϴ, and it follows
where the proposition A, A1, and A2 are the subsets of ϴ,  is empty set, and the basic confidence m(A) is the confidence level of the proposition A. When two evidences E1 and E2 are concerned in the frame ϴ, their BPAFs are m1 and m2, respectively. The propositions A1 and A2 are corresponding to the evidences E1 and E2, and the propositions A relates to the combination of the former evidences in the frame ϴ. The BPAF of the fusion based on two evidences is expressed as follows
where the parameter
represents the conflicts between two evidences. The inconsistence level of two evidences increases as the larger K. It has more opportunity to reach a false conclusion once the evidence conflict becomes seriously. The fault feature and fault diagnostic mechanism by the data-based and model-based evidences are different for engine gas-path system, and the WDS fusion method relies on adaptive fused BPAF of two evidences. The confusion matrix in the WDS is used to compute the confidence of each evidence, and the evidence weight in the fused BPAF is tuned to the evidence confidence. The confusion matrices corresponding to the model-based and data-based evidences are separately expressed V1 and V2   
where ni,j is the sample number of the fault mode i misdiagnosis to fault mode j, and ni is the total sample number in fault mode i. The element vi,j is the false diagnosis percentage that the fault mode 
The information reasoning and fusion can be done by DS evidence theory, whereas this method might fail in some cases of information incomplete or uncertainty [43, 44] . In order to improve the confidence of DS evidence theory, the WDS is developed and applied to integrate the model-based evidence E 1 and data-based evidence E 2 to reach a final decision of gas-path fault diagnosis. Let θ be an elements set of discernment frame, and it means all performance fault modes, namely,
] is a basic probability assignment function (BPAF) in the frame θ, and it follows
where the proposition A, A 1 , and A 2 are the subsets of θ, ∅ is empty set, and the basic confidence m(A) is the confidence level of the proposition A. When two evidences E 1 and E 2 are concerned in the frame θ, their BPAFs are m 1 and m 2 , respectively. The propositions A 1 and A 2 are corresponding to the evidences E 1 and E 2 , and the propositions A relates to the combination of the former evidences in the frame θ. The BPAF of the fusion based on two evidences is expressed as follows
where the parameter K = ∑
represents the conflicts between two evidences.
The inconsistence level of two evidences increases as the larger K. It has more opportunity to reach a false conclusion once the evidence conflict becomes seriously. The fault feature and fault diagnostic mechanism by the data-based and model-based evidences are different for engine gas-path system, and the WDS fusion method relies on adaptive fused BPAF of two evidences. The confusion matrix in the WDS is used to compute the confidence of each evidence, and the evidence weight in the fused BPAF is tuned to the evidence confidence. The confusion matrices corresponding to the model-based and data-based evidences are separately expressed V 1 and V 2
where n i,j is the sample number of the fault mode i misdiagnosis to fault mode j, and n i is the total sample number in fault mode i. The element v i,j is the false diagnosis percentage that the fault mode i is mis-recognized as the mode j by one evidence. The diagonal elements of the confusion matrix indicate the correct identification rate of every fault mode. In order to increase the effect of evidence that produces less incorrect recognition, the weighted coefficient is introduced
where the coefficient R(F j ) depicts the reliability of one evidence for fault diagnostics in the fault mode j. rank is the descending sort number of basic probability assignment in each fault mode, and smaller series number rank implies larger confidence of the evidence. k is 2 as the series number rank equals 1, 2 or 3, otherwise k is 1. The adaptive fused BPAF m*(A) is presented as follows
where Wm i () is the weighted BPAF of the E i , and
The WDS for fault diagnosis is presented in detail as follows
Step 1: Initiate the confusion matrices V 1 and V 2 , which are calculated from training samples using Equation (25) .
Step 2: Load the confusion matrices V 1 and V 2 to calculate the reliability parameters for two evidences using Equation (26b).
Step 3: Calculate the weighted BPAF of two evidences. If two evidences E 1 and E 2 are conflicted Calculate weighted coefficients for E 1 and E 2 using Equation (26a) Calculate the weighted BPAF for E 1 and E 2 using Equation (27b) Else Wm 1 (A 1 ) = m 1 (A 1 ) and Wm 2 (A 2 ) = m 1 (A 2 )
Step 4: Combine two evidences to reach adaptive fused BPAF using Equation (27a).
Step 5: Obtain turbofan engine gas-path fault pattern which is corresponded to the largest m*(F).
A data hierarchical fusion framework using the WDS is designed to increase the confidence of gas-path fault diagnostics for turbofan engine, and it is shown in Figure 4 . The PF-FL is utilized to reach the model-based evidence for gas-path fault diagnosis, and it runs parallel with the RR-KELM in the hierarchical fusion framework. The sensed data along the engine gas path used for fault diagnosis, like speeds, temperatures, pressures, vary with the power condition and ambient conditions. In order to extend the designed approach to the whole flight envelope and decrease the negative effects of various physical parameters magnitude difference, the aero-thermodynamic parameters are corrected and normalized before the fault diagnosis applications. Details of correction and normalization can be found in Reference [36] . The engine health parameter deviations are estimated and used as fault feature parameters by fuzzy logic to produce fault mode index. Meanwhile, the RR-KELM is implemented to produce fault mode probability from the engine measurements. The confusion matrices and weighted coefficients are the prior information calculated from engine gas-path fault database. With the help of this prior information, the decisions of evidences about fault mode are obtained using the model-based and data-based methods, and then are combined to reach an engine fault pattern recognition decision by the WDS in the data hierarchical fusion framework.
Simulation and Analysis
The proposed gas-path fault diagnosis method is evaluated on the general gas turbine engine simulation using MATLAB software. The developed CLM of turbofan engine takes the place of an actual engine, and the sampling rate of CLM equals to 50 Hz [40, 45] . The hardware of computer used for simulation is configured CPU i5-5200U @ 2.20 GHz and RAM 4 GB. The involved engine component fault patterns have been shown in Table 1 , and sensor and actuator faults are not considered. Eight measurements are employed for gas-path fault diagnosis, and their standard deviations and CLM modeling errors are shown in Table 2 . Gaussian noise v with standard deviations given in Table 2 is added to the measured parameters, and the independent system noise and measured noise follow w~N(0,Q) and v~N(0,R), wherein Q = 0.16 × 10 −4 I6×6. The engine health parameter deviations are estimated and used as fault feature parameters by fuzzy logic to produce fault mode index. Meanwhile, the RR-KELM is implemented to produce fault mode probability from the engine measurements. The confusion matrices and weighted coefficients are the prior information calculated from engine gas-path fault database. With the help of this prior information, the decisions of evidences about fault mode are obtained using the model-based and data-based methods, and then are combined to reach an engine fault pattern recognition decision by the WDS in the data hierarchical fusion framework.
The proposed gas-path fault diagnosis method is evaluated on the general gas turbine engine simulation using MATLAB software. The developed CLM of turbofan engine takes the place of an actual engine, and the sampling rate of CLM equals to 50 Hz [40, 45] . The hardware of computer used for simulation is configured CPU i5-5200U @ 2.20 GHz and RAM 4 GB. The involved engine component fault patterns have been shown in Table 1 , and sensor and actuator faults are not considered. Eight measurements are employed for gas-path fault diagnosis, and their standard deviations and CLM modeling errors are shown in Table 2 . Gaussian noise v with standard deviations given in Table 2 is added to the measured parameters, and the independent system noise and measured noise follow w~N(0,Q) and v~N(0,R), wherein Q = 0.16 × 10 −4 I 6×6 . The training data of RR-KELM are generated by the general gas turbine simulation. The model-based method using PF-FL and data-based method using RR-KELM are separately serving as the evidence 1 (E 1 ) and evidence 2 (E 2 ). The comparisons of E 1 , E 2 , DS and WDS with regards to gas-path fault diagnosis confidence and robustness are carried out at typical operating points in the flight envelope.
RR-KELM Performance Test
To evaluate the classification performance of RR-KELM, benchmark datasets from UCI Machine Learning Repository are used. The attribute number (#Attribute), the number of classes (#Classes), training sample number (#Train) and testing sample number (#Test) of each dataset are listed in Table 3 . The learning machine parameters for each dataset are presented in the first column in Table 4 , and the best performance indices of the involved algorithms in every dataset are bolded. All the input data are normalized into the closed span [−1, 1] and integers 1, 2, 3 . . . are target value of different classes. The index Ac is defined by the correct classification number in the total test number, and Figure 5 shows Ac by three involved algorithms in the dataset Vehicle (Figure 5a ) and dataset Satimage (Figure 5b ). All the input data are normalized into the closed span [−1, 1] and integers 1, 2, 3… are target value of different classes. The index Ac is defined by the correct classification number in the total test number, and Figure 5 shows Ac by three involved algorithms in the dataset Vehicle (Figure 5a ) and dataset Satimage (Figure 5b) . As shown in Figure 5 , the indices Ac by FSA-ELM and RR-KELM increases with the number of hidden nodes (#node). The dotted line can be viewed as the benchmark line generated by basic KELM. The proposed RR-KELM needs less number of hidden nodes when the testing accuracy of RR-KELM approaches to that of basic KELM. It implies the feasibility of RR-KELM to decrease the hidden nodes in benchmark datasets Vehicle and Satimage. The detailed performance comparison of the involved algorithms on classification datasets is presented in Table 4 . We can find that the hidden nodes of FSA-ELM and RR-KELM reduce significantly compared to basic KELM with some loss of testing accuracy. In the most cases of benchmark datasets, especially those large scale datasets, RR-KELM performs better parsimoniousness since the constrains generated by the whole dataset are considered. That is to say, the proposed RR-KELM is superior to the rest two algorithms with regards to classification accuracy and topological structure. Therefore, the RR-KELM is used to produce the data-based evidence of performance fault diagnosis in the following tests.
Performance Comparisons at Design Operating Point on the Ground
The tests on performance of proposed data hierarchical fusion based on DS for fault diagnosis is firstly evaluated at design operation on the ground (H = 0 m, Ma = 0, Wf = 2.48 kg/s). This operating condition is denoted by Case 1. The fault mode indices calculated by PF-FL and fault probabilities by RR-KELM are used for the evidences' BPAFs, which are integrated to produce a fused BPAF by the DS in the data hierarchical fusion architecture. The fault type is just related to the maximum element of BPAF vector. The engine health parameter changes from 0.25% to 5% with 0.25% interval to depict the magnitude of gas-path failure, and there are 20 shift amplitudes of health parameters for each fault mode. When ten fault modes plus one nominal condition are concerned, the counter of shift magnitude is 201 (10 × 20 + 1). In order to describe various engine operating points, the engine operating data related to control input from idle 0.48 kg/s to maximum power 2.48 kg/s with 0.1 kg/s interval are discussed. Consequently, there are totally 4221 (201 × 21) training samples for the RR-KELM. After 30 trials achieved with each algorithm, the best kernel parameter and particle number are selected from the empirical candidates, i.e., γ = 10, and N = 30. The BPAFs in the case of HPT fault mode (F3) by the three methods such as the E1, E2 and DS are shown in Table 5 .
The largest elements of BPAFs calculated by three methods are separately 0.1784, 0.2830 and 0.3584 from Table 5 , which sequentially correspond to the fault mode F10, F3 and F3. In the data hierarchical fusion framework, it means that the fault mode F10 (HPT and LPT) is identified by the E1, while F3 (HPT) by both of the E2 and DS. The correct results of fault pattern recognition are achieved As shown in Figure 5 , the indices Ac by FSA-ELM and RR-KELM increases with the number of hidden nodes (#node). The dotted line can be viewed as the benchmark line generated by basic KELM. The proposed RR-KELM needs less number of hidden nodes when the testing accuracy of RR-KELM approaches to that of basic KELM. It implies the feasibility of RR-KELM to decrease the hidden nodes in benchmark datasets Vehicle and Satimage. The detailed performance comparison of the involved algorithms on classification datasets is presented in Table 4 . We can find that the hidden nodes of FSA-ELM and RR-KELM reduce significantly compared to basic KELM with some loss of testing accuracy. In the most cases of benchmark datasets, especially those large scale datasets, RR-KELM performs better parsimoniousness since the constrains generated by the whole dataset are considered. That is to say, the proposed RR-KELM is superior to the rest two algorithms with regards to classification accuracy and topological structure. Therefore, the RR-KELM is used to produce the data-based evidence of performance fault diagnosis in the following tests.
The tests on performance of proposed data hierarchical fusion based on DS for fault diagnosis is firstly evaluated at design operation on the ground (H = 0 m, Ma = 0, W f = 2.48 kg/s). This operating condition is denoted by Case 1. The fault mode indices calculated by PF-FL and fault probabilities by RR-KELM are used for the evidences' BPAFs, which are integrated to produce a fused BPAF by the DS in the data hierarchical fusion architecture. The fault type is just related to the maximum element of BPAF vector. The engine health parameter changes from 0.25% to 5% with 0.25% interval to depict the magnitude of gas-path failure, and there are 20 shift amplitudes of health parameters for each fault mode. When ten fault modes plus one nominal condition are concerned, the counter of shift magnitude is 201 (10 × 20 + 1). In order to describe various engine operating points, the engine operating data related to control input from idle 0.48 kg/s to maximum power 2.48 kg/s with 0.1 kg/s interval are discussed. Consequently, there are totally 4221 (201 × 21) training samples for the RR-KELM. After 30 trials achieved with each algorithm, the best kernel parameter and particle number are selected from the empirical candidates, i.e., γ = 10, and N = 30. The BPAFs in the case of HPT fault mode (F 3 ) by the three methods such as the E 1 , E 2 and DS are shown in Table 5 . Table 5 , which sequentially correspond to the fault mode F 10 , F 3 and F 3 . In the data hierarchical fusion framework, it means that the fault mode F 10 (HPT and LPT) is identified by the E 1 , while F 3 (HPT) by both of the E 2 and DS. The correct results of fault pattern recognition are achieved by the E 2 and DS, and misdiagnosis brought by the E 1 . It is noted that the decisions of two evidences are contradictory in this case, the final decision of fault pattern accurately brought by the DS.
The confidence to the fault mode HPT by the DS is 0.3584 and the decision of fault identification is right, but it is not large enough in the F 10 . To locate the gas-path fault mode more definitely, the proposed WDS is then introduced to the comparisons. As was mentioned earlier, the confusion matrix of each evidence is a key to WDS, and it is calculated at the design operating point on the ground. The samples for confusion matrices are randomly generated from fault database, and the number of samples for each fault modes is 100. Confusion matrices of model-based evidence and data-based evidence denoted by V 1 and V 2 are worked out using Equation (25) as follows 
The diagonal elements of confusion matrices V 1 and V 2 imply the correct number of fault diagnosis in 100 random samples for every fault mode. It is difficult to achieve fault pattern recognition without false alarm by single method PF-FL or RR-KELM for all fault patterns, and the most correct pattern recognition count from 100 samples could be completed in the fault mode F 4 by the E 1 and fault mode F 6 by the E 2 . The reliability coefficients of two evidences in each fault mode then can be computed, which are presented in Table 6 . These reliability coefficients varied with fault mode, and the E 1 produces better fault diagnosis accuracy than the E 2 in some fault modes but worse in the rest modes. For example, the R(F 5 ) is 0.988 by the E 1 while 0.814 by the E 2 , and R(F 1 ) is 0.672 by the E 1 less than that 0.881 by the E 2 . That is to say, the performance of fault diagnosis using PF-FL method is better than that using the RR-KELM method in the case F 5 , but it is opposite in the case F 1 . Table 6 . Reliability coefficients of ten fault modes by evidence. In order to assess the confidence of fault diagnosis by the WDS, two engine fault modes such as HPT failure (F 3 ) and Fan and Compressor (F 5 ) are simulated. The fault diagnostic results by two evidences are inconsistent in the F 3 as seen from Table 5 , and then the weighted coefficients of evidences are computed using Equation (27b) in the data hierarchical fusion framework. The adaptive fused BPAF of the WDS is integrated based on the weighted coefficients, and Figure 6a gives the comparisons of BPAF by the basic DS and WDS approaches in the fault mode F 3 . We can make a more certain decision of the fault mode F 3 occurrence using the WDS since the BPAF by the WDS is 0.4464 larger than that 0.3584 by the DS. The HPT failure is correctly recognized by both of the DS and WDS, but it is hard to have the satisfactory results in all cases, and the BPAFs by the DS and WDS in the fault mode F 5 is shown in Figure 6b 
Performance Comparisons at Typical Operating Conditions on the Ground
As was mentioned earlier, gas turbine engine operating condition is mainly defined by fuel flow, and simulations in three typical operations on the ground Case 1 (Wf = 2.48 kg/s), Case 2 (Wf = 1.98 kg/s) and Case 3 (Wf = 1.48 kg/s) are carried out. The performance comparisons of the involved methods are done in every fault mode, and the fault amplitudes of test data for the evaluation are random at three operating conditions. The performance index rp is introduced to depict correct percentage of fault pattern recognition in one fault mode 
where the number of fault modes Numm is 10, and the count of test samples in each mode Nums is 20. The correct number of fault identification in fault mode Fi is C(Fi). Table 7 presents the performance of engine gas-path fault diagnosis by the evidences and fusion methods at three typical operations in every fault mode on the ground. As can be seen from Table 7 , the index rp decreases with the reduction of engine fuel flow by E1 since the accuracy of engine model is the best at the design operation (Case 1) and it declines as the operating point far from design point. The fault diagnosis capability by RR-KELM closely associated with the training fault sample distribution and is independent to model accuracy. Since the training samples cover from engine idle to maximum power state, the E2 has a relatively steady accuracy in three cases. The decision of fault diagnosis by the DS and WDS are integrated from the E1 and E2, the fusion methods produce better rp in the cases above, and we can also find that the performance of WDS is superior to that of DS from Table 7 . 
As was mentioned earlier, gas turbine engine operating condition is mainly defined by fuel flow, and simulations in three typical operations on the ground Case 1 (W f = 2.48 kg/s), Case 2 (W f = 1.98 kg/s) and Case 3 (W f = 1.48 kg/s) are carried out. The performance comparisons of the involved methods are done in every fault mode, and the fault amplitudes of test data for the evaluation are random at three operating conditions. The performance index r p is introduced to depict correct percentage of fault pattern recognition in one fault mode
where the number of fault modes N umm is 10, and the count of test samples in each mode N ums is 20. The correct number of fault identification in fault mode Fi is C(F i ). Table 7 presents the performance of engine gas-path fault diagnosis by the evidences and fusion methods at three typical operations in every fault mode on the ground. Table 7 . Fault diagnostic performance comparisons of the involved methods in the typical operations on the ground. As can be seen from Table 7 , the index r p decreases with the reduction of engine fuel flow by E 1 since the accuracy of engine model is the best at the design operation (Case 1) and it declines as the Energies 2016, 9, 828 17 of 22 operating point far from design point. The fault diagnosis capability by RR-KELM closely associated with the training fault sample distribution and is independent to model accuracy. Since the training samples cover from engine idle to maximum power state, the E 2 has a relatively steady accuracy in three cases. The decision of fault diagnosis by the DS and WDS are integrated from the E 1 and E 2 , the fusion methods produce better r p in the cases above, and we can also find that the performance of WDS is superior to that of DS from Table 7 .
In order to compare single evidences and fusion methods in all fault modes in detail, the average of correct recognition in three cases is defined by correct rate, which is presented in Figure 7 . The E 1 produce better correct rate than the E 2 in the former two fault modes, but worse in the remaining fault modes. The fusion method has capability of extracting the useful information of evidence to obtain a better decision. The two fusion methods have the same performances in the fault modes F 1 , F 2 , F 3 , F 7 , and F 10 , and the WDS performs outstanding in the rest fault modes. C(F1) C(F2) C(F3) C(F4) C(F5) C(F6) C(F7) C(F8) C(F9) C(F10) rp (% In order to compare single evidences and fusion methods in all fault modes in detail, the average of correct recognition in three cases is defined by correct rate, which is presented in Figure 7 . The E1 produce better correct rate than the E2 in the former two fault modes, but worse in the remaining fault modes. The fusion method has capability of extracting the useful information of evidence to obtain a better decision. The two fusion methods have the same performances in the fault modes F1, F2, F3, F7, and F10, and the WDS performs outstanding in the rest fault modes. 
Scenario Method

Gas-Path Fault Diagnosis Test in the Flight Envelope
From the former simulations, we can see that the performance of the WDS in the data hierarchical fusion framework is better than the others for engine gas-path fault diagnosis on the ground. The robustness of the WDS in terms of full flight envelope and modeling mismatch is discussed in this section. When it comes to high altitude points in flight envelope, the proposed methodology is evaluated at the typical flight points including climbing operation H = 6000 m, Ma = 0.5, Wf = 1.28 kg/s and cruise operation H = 11,000 m, Ma = 0.8, Wf = 0.78 kg/s, separately denoted by Case 4 and Case 5. The performance comparisons of single evidences and fusion methods for gaspath fault diagnosis within flight envelope are given in Table 8 . 
From the former simulations, we can see that the performance of the WDS in the data hierarchical fusion framework is better than the others for engine gas-path fault diagnosis on the ground. The robustness of the WDS in terms of full flight envelope and modeling mismatch is discussed in this section. When it comes to high altitude points in flight envelope, the proposed methodology is evaluated at the typical flight points including climbing operation H = 6000 m, Ma = 0.5, W f = 1.28 kg/s and cruise operation H = 11,000 m, Ma = 0.8, W f = 0.78 kg/s, separately denoted by Case 4 and Case 5. The performance comparisons of single evidences and fusion methods for gas-path fault diagnosis within flight envelope are given in Table 8 . Table 8 . Performance comparisons for fault diagnosis in the typical high altitude operating points. The index r p of the E 1 is 82.5% both in Case 4 and Case 5, which are relatively steady at the typical high altitude operating points. However, the r p of the E 2 by the data-based evidence in Case 5 declines more compared to that in Case 4. It results from that there are not enough training data at the high altitude operating points. The E 1 decision brought from the model-based evidence is closely dependent on physical thermodynamics and component map of turbofan engine. It is hardly affected by the training data as the E 2 , thus the E 1 has a better robustness of fault diagnosis than the E 2 in the flight envelope. The results calculated by the DS and WDS are closer to the true state than those by two evidences. The WDS's r p is more than 90% in two cases above and it produces the best accuracy of fault diagnosis in Case 4 and Case 5. Ten trials are conducted for each fault scenario with every approach, and the averages of correct rate by the evidences and fusion methods in Case 4 and Case 5 are shown in Figure 8 . Compared to the E 1 , E 2 and DS, the WDS has the best correct rate except in the fault modes F 1 and F 4 from Figure 8 . Consequently, the data hierarchical fusion based on the WDS has a satisfactory robustness at high altitude operating points in the flight envelope.
The index rp of the E1 is 82.5% both in Case 4 and Case 5, which are relatively steady at the typical high altitude operating points. However, the rp of the E2 by the data-based evidence in Case 5 declines more compared to that in Case 4. It results from that there are not enough training data at the high altitude operating points. The E1 decision brought from the model-based evidence is closely dependent on physical thermodynamics and component map of turbofan engine. It is hardly affected by the training data as the E2, thus the E1 has a better robustness of fault diagnosis than the E2 in the flight envelope. The results calculated by the DS and WDS are closer to the true state than those by two evidences. The WDS's rp is more than 90% in two cases above and it produces the best accuracy of fault diagnosis in Case 4 and Case 5. Ten trials are conducted for each fault scenario with every approach, and the averages of correct rate by the evidences and fusion methods in Case 4 and Case 5 are shown in Figure 8 . Compared to the E1, E2 and DS, the WDS has the best correct rate except in the fault modes F1 and F4 from Figure 8 . Consequently, the data hierarchical fusion based on the WDS has a satisfactory robustness at high altitude operating points in the flight envelope. 
Robust Test with Modeling Uncertainty
The tests completed above are assuming that the engine model tracks actual engine well, but the modeling mismatch between the engine CLM and actual individual is inevitable in practice. The engine manufacture tolerances lead to the individual performance difference under nominal operating conditions, and the engine-to-engine variation is one of the most important reasons to cause the modeling uncertainty. The modeling uncertainty of turbofan engine can be represented by modeling errors, and it will affect the performance of model-based method. The robustness evaluation of the proposed fusion framework with regards to modeling uncertainty is performed in Case 1, Case 4 and Case 5. The modeling errors of key measurement shown in Table 2 are added to the engine CLM outputs. Fault diagnostic performance comparisons of the evidences and fusion methods with modeling uncertainty in flight envelope are given in Table 9 . 
The tests completed above are assuming that the engine model tracks actual engine well, but the modeling mismatch between the engine CLM and actual individual is inevitable in practice. The engine manufacture tolerances lead to the individual performance difference under nominal operating conditions, and the engine-to-engine variation is one of the most important reasons to cause the modeling uncertainty. The modeling uncertainty of turbofan engine can be represented by modeling errors, and it will affect the performance of model-based method. The robustness evaluation of the proposed fusion framework with regards to modeling uncertainty is performed in Case 1, Case 4 and Case 5. The modeling errors of key measurement shown in Table 2 are added to the engine CLM outputs. Fault diagnostic performance comparisons of the evidences and fusion methods with modeling uncertainty in flight envelope are given in Table 9 .
The indices r p of the E 1 in three cases are less than 80% when the modeling mismatch is considered, and those indices of fusion methods are also declined since one evidence accuracy decrease. While the r p of WDS both in Case 1 and Case 4 are still more than 90%, and the correct recognition number by the WDS is more than that by the DS. It indicates that the WDS has better accuracy of fault diagnostics than the DS in the cases of modeling uncertainty. In order to further present the robustness of data hierarchical fusion scheme, the correct rate average of 10 trials of three cases (Case 1, Case 4 and Case 5) in 10 fault modes are shown in Figure 9 . As can be seen from Figure 9 , the correct rate average of fusion methods declines as the modeling errors is injected. The DS produces more reduction of correct rate than the WDS except in three fault modes F 6 , F 7 , and F 9 . Besides, the maximum decline by the WDS is 0.05 while that by the DS is near 0.12. That is to say, the fluctuation by the WDS is less than that by the DS when the modeling uncertainty is considered. In a word, despite the CLM modeling mismatch of turbofan engine, the robustness of data hierarchical fusion framework based on WDS is a better candidate for gas-path fault diagnosis. Table 9 . Fault diagnostic performance comparisons of the involved methods with modeling uncertainty.
The indices rp of the E1 in three cases are less than 80% when the modeling mismatch is considered, and those indices of fusion methods are also declined since one evidence accuracy decrease. While the rp of WDS both in Case 1 and Case 4 are still more than 90%, and the correct recognition number by the WDS is more than that by the DS. It indicates that the WDS has better accuracy of fault diagnostics than the DS in the cases of modeling uncertainty. In order to further present the robustness of data hierarchical fusion scheme, the correct rate average of 10 trials of three cases (Case 1, Case 4 and Case 5) in 10 fault modes are shown in Figure 9 . As can be seen from Figure  9 , the correct rate average of fusion methods declines as the modeling errors is injected. The DS produces more reduction of correct rate than the WDS except in three fault modes F6, F7, and F9. Besides, the maximum decline by the WDS is 0.05 while that by the DS is near 0.12. That is to say, the fluctuation by the WDS is less than that by the DS when the modeling uncertainty is considered. In a word, despite the CLM modeling mismatch of turbofan engine, the robustness of data hierarchical fusion framework based on WDS is a better candidate for gas-path fault diagnosis. 
Conclusions
This paper develops a systematic approach including data processing and fusion mechanism which lead to an improved data hierarchical fusion framework. The novelty of this methodology lies in the development of a data fusion technique that combines sub-decisions from two different ways of fault diagnosis, namely, the model-based and data-driven methods. By computing and combining the fault mode index and fault probability of the evidences, a fused faulty index is designed to better identify gas-path failure mode for turbofan engine. Guidelines for several key elements related to the problem formulation, fault feature description, fusion scheme, fault diagnostic robustness and other important aspects are discussed and illustrated in the case study. The proposed RR-KELM algorithm brings sparseness of training data and simplifies topological structure of the learning machine, which is used to generate data-based evidence. One advantage of this methodology is that the fault pattern recognition becomes more accurate than the single evidence (the model-based or data-based one). 
This paper develops a systematic approach including data processing and fusion mechanism which lead to an improved data hierarchical fusion framework. The novelty of this methodology lies in the development of a data fusion technique that combines sub-decisions from two different ways of fault diagnosis, namely, the model-based and data-driven methods. By computing and combining the fault mode index and fault probability of the evidences, a fused faulty index is designed to better identify gas-path failure mode for turbofan engine. Guidelines for several key elements related to the problem formulation, fault feature description, fusion scheme, fault diagnostic robustness and other important aspects are discussed and illustrated in the case study. The proposed RR-KELM algorithm brings sparseness of training data and simplifies topological structure of the learning machine, which is used to generate data-based evidence. One advantage of this methodology is that the fault pattern recognition becomes more accurate than the single evidence (the model-based or data-based one). This property could have a great impact on deciding whether to stop operation and to schedule maintenance for turbofan engine. Another advantage of this methodology is that the robustness of fault diagnosis significantly improved in terms of various operations in flight envelope and modeling uncertainty, and it implies that the data hierarchical fusion can be a more efficient tool in practice.
The methodology is validated using the faulty operating data of turbofan engine that are generated by the general gas turbine simulation. The model-based method using the PF-FL algorithm and the data-based method using the RR-KELM algorithm are served to produce fault diagnostic evidences in feature layer. It is proved that the RR-KELM is well trade-off between the classification accuracy and topology simplification. The fault mode index and fault probability related to each evidence are integrated by the fusion scheme to reach a final decision of gas-path fault diagnosis in decision layer. In the data hierarchical fusion architecture, the WDS is developed from the DS for integrating multiple evidence information with evidence reliability coefficients. The stochastic fault operating data are adopted to numerically evaluate the capability of the proposed methodology, and the performance comparisons of single and fusion methods are completed in the typical operations. In addition, the tests about modeling mismatch and lack of training data covering all fault modes are discussed in the flight envelope. Since the proposed methodology integrates the advantage of model-based and data-based methods, the confidence and robustness for gas-path fault diagnosis is expected to be improved by drawing more useful information of evidences.
This research establishes a new direction at information fusion by proposing a data hierarchical fusion technique that is specifically beneficial for engine gas-path fault diagnosis applications. There are several important topics for future research that are related to this work. First, further studies can be done to investigate the performance when engine gas-path fault feature selection and the kernel methods are used to fault feature extraction. Except for the efficiency of engine component, flow capacity could be added into fault feature parameters. Second, although this paper focuses on the engine gas-path fault diagnosis at one cycle number and no degradation considered, extensions to the cases of normal engine performance degeneration in the course of its lifetime are worthy of further exploration. 
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